Automated program repair (APR) has attracted great research attention, and various techniques have been proposed. Search-based APR is one of the most important categories among these techniques. Existing researches focus on the design of effective mutation operators and searching algorithms to better find the correct patch. Despite various efforts, the effectiveness of these techniques are still limited by the search space explosion problem. One of the key factors attribute to this problem is the quality of fault spaces as reported by existing studies. This motivates us to study the importance of the fault space to the success of finding a correct patch. Our empirical study aims to answer three questions. Does the fault space significantly correlate with the performance of search-based APR? If so, are there any indicative measurements to approximate the accuracy of the fault space before applying expensive APR techniques? Are there any automatic methods that can improve the accuracy of the fault space? We observe that the accuracy of the fault space affects the effectiveness and efficiency of search-based APR techniques, e.g., the failure rate of GenProg could be as high as 60% when the real fix location is ranked lower than 10 even though the correct patch is in the search space. Besides, GenProg is able to find more correct patches and with fewer trials when given a fault space with a higher accuracy. We also find that the negative mutation coverage, which is designed in this study to measure the capability of a test suite to kill the mutants created on the statements executed by failing tests, is the most indicative measurement to estimate the efficiency of search-based APR. Finally, we confirm that automated generated test cases can help improve the accuracy of fault spaces, and further improve the performance of search-based APR techniques.
INTRODUCTION
A study conducted by Cambridge University shows that the global cost of general debugging is $312 billion dollars annually and software developers spend 50% of their time on fixing bugs [5] . The excessively high cost resulted from buggy software motivates the research on repairing bugs automatically. Over the years, a large number of Automated Program Repair (APR) techniques have been proposed [17, 20, 22, 24, 28, 33, 43, 47, 48] . Existing APR techniques can be broadly divided into two categories: semantics-based APR (e.g., SemFix [33] , Relifix [43] and DirectFix [28] ) and searchbased APR (e.g., GenProg [20, 48] , AE [47] , PAR [17] , SPR [22] and Prophet [24] ). Semantics-based APR techniques synthesize a repair patch directly using semantic information via symbolic execution and constraint solving [14, 28, 29, 33, 46] . Search-based APR techniques, on the other hand, search within a huge population of candidate patches generated by applying mutation operators or a set of predefined repair templates. Existing studies [18, 42] have demonstrated that the two categories of APR techniques complement each other to some extent, and they work in different settings, thus facing different challenges and limitations [42] . Furthermore, search-based APR techniques are widely recognized to be able to fix a wide range of bugs and scalable to large programs without requiring extra specifications. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on search-based APR techniques. Investigating semantics-based APR techniques is also of great value, but is outside the scope of this paper.
Search-based APR techniques work as follows. They produce a ranked list of the most suspicious code elements using fault localization (FL) techniques [38] . The ranked list is known as the fault space [21, 42] . The APR techniques then mutate these code elements to generate a large set of candidate patches. Next, they deploy searching heuristics [17, 20, 37] to search among these candidates for a patch that passes all given test cases [17, 20, 35, 43, 48] . These APR techniques generally suffer from the search space explosion problem [21] . In addition, the correct patches are highly sparse in the large APR's search space [23] . Le Goues et al. [21, 42] reported that the fault space critically determines APR's search space, and it is one of key hurdles that search-based APR must overcome to find correct patches [47] . A fault space F S prescribes the set of code elements to be mutated by APR techniques [21] . Each FS = { l1, s1 , l2, s2 , ..., ln, sn }(0 < si ≤ 1 and si ≥ si+1) is a ranked list of suspicious code elements, where li represents the line number of a program and si represents the corresponding suspicious score. Search-based APR techniques generally assume a FS generated by fault localization techniques to generate candidate patches. Listing 1 shows a real bug in project Apache Math. We use it to illustrate that FS can affect a search-based APR's performance. The original code misses a condition to check whether the current Complex and the targeting rhs are null before performing an addition operation. Developers patched it by inserting the missing condition after line 152. To demonstrate the effect of FS on search-based APR, we fed three different fault spaces to GenProg [48, 20] . Table 1 gives the top five elements of these three fault spaces, which rank the faulty line 152 at different positions. GenProg is capable of generating a patch for all these fault spaces as shown in Listing 1. Patch 1 is a correct solution, which is semantically the same as the developer's patch. Patches 2 and 3 are plausible solutions that pass all tests but semantically differ from the real patch. From this example, the real fixing location is between line 152 and 153 in class Complex, and thus FS#1 has the highest accuracy. Moreover, Patch 1, generating by FS#1, is the correct solution. On the other hand, FS#3 possesses the lowest accuracy and produces the poorest patch, which differs from the developer's patch the most largely. This indicates that the quality of fault spaces is correlated with the patches generated by search-based APR. However, there is no study to systematically explore how does the fault space influence the performance of search-based APR techniques. Are the capabilities of existing search-based APR techniques limited by the quality of fault spaces? Is it possible for developers to approximate the quality of fault spaces before applying these expensive techniques? Besides, can we improve the quality of fault spaces in practice? Answering these questions helps tackle the search space explosion problem and facilitates researchers design new APR techniques in the future.
In this paper, we present a systematic empirical study that explores the influence of fault space on search-based APR techniques. First, we conducted controlled experiments to investigate the correlations between fault space accuracy and the performance (e.g., effectiveness and efficiency) of searchbased APR techniques. To conduct the experiments, we prepared plenty of fault spaces whose accuracy is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 and then fed them to GenProg. In particular, all generated fault spaces contain the faulty code element. Our experimental results show that GenProg is capable of fixing more bugs correctly when fault spaces with high accuracy are fed. Besides, GenProg is able to generate the correct patch faster (e.g., with less trials) when the accuracy of the fault space is higher. Another interesting finding is that if the real fix location is ranked lower than 10 in the fault space, the failure rate of GenProg could be as high as 60% even though the search space contains the correct patch. These findings suggest that the capabilities of existing search-based APR techniques are largely limited by the quality of fault spaces. As such, generating fault spaces with high accuracy deserves more attention in the future when designing new search-based APR techniques.
Second, we investigate how to approximate the accuracy of fault spaces before applying expensive search-based APR techniques. When applying search-based APR technique, there are two major factors influencing the accuracy of fault spaces in practice: the spectrum-based FL approach used to compute the suspicious score [1, 38] and the test suite leveraged to generate the program spectrum. The existing work [1] has demonstrated that Ochiai performs better than the other techniques in general. Therefore, in the second part of this study, we adopt Ochiai and focus on the other factor. That is, we investigate whether the quality of test suites is correlated with the performance of search-based APR, and which measurement characterizes the correlation the most strongly. Our experimental results show that all the different coverage criteria (i.e., line, branch and mutation coverage) are highly correlated with the effectiveness and efficiency of search-based APR techniques. Besides, the negative mutation coverage, which is designed in this study to measure the capabilities of a test suite by calculating the proportion of killed mutants that are generated on the statements along the failing execution trace, correlates with the performance the most strongly. These findings indicate that we can approximate the performance of search-based APR techniques before applying them by measuring the coverages of the corresponding test suite, and the negative mutation coverage is the most indicative information.
Third, we augmented the test suite by leveraging automated test generation tools (e.g., Randoop and Evosuite) in order to generate more accurate fault spaces based on our findings in the second part. Experimental results confirm the potential that feeding the fault spaces generated by leveraging the automatically generated test cases help improve the efficiency of existing search-based APR techniques.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of search-based APR techniques. The setup of all the experiments is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we conduct a series of experiments to analysis the influence of fault space on search-based APR techniques. Section 5 discusses the related works and Section 6 concludes this work.
SEARCH-BASED APR
Search-based APR, which may also be referred as generate and validate APR techniques in some literature [23, 39, 42] , is able to fix a wide range of bugs and scalable to real programs in large scale [17, 20, 35, 43, 48] . A typical APR process consists of four steps: fault localization, patch gneration, prioritization & searching and validation.
Step 1 produces the fault space (FS), i.e, the suspicious code elements related to the fault needing to be fixed. Different APR techniques leverage different FL techniques to generate the fault spaces, such as Tarantula [33] , Ochiai [16, 43, 27, 50] and Jaccard [29] . The performance of these different FL techniques in APR have been recently studied [38, 3] .
Step 2 defines the fix space, i.e, the operators can be applied to each of the code element. For example, GenProg [48, 20] leverages two types of operators: mutation operator (i.e., code insertion, removal or replacement) and crossover operator to generate candidate patches. PAR [17] defines the operators by templates learned from human-written patches. For some operators like insertion and replacement, code ingredients are required in order to generate a candidate patch. Therefore, existing APR techniques define the ingredients space, i.e, the space to search for source ingredients. The ingredients can be searched within the same application [20, 22, 37, 47] or across other applications [41] .
Step 3 defines the algorithm adopted to search the correct patch among the candidate patches. Searching heuristics like genetic programming [17, 20] and random search [37] have been used by existing studies. For genetic programming, the searching procedure is guided by the fitness score of each candidate, which is computed using the number of failing and passing test cases by running the candidate against the provided test suite. The generations keep iterating until a valid patch passing all test cases is obtained or some limits arrives (i.e., time budget or the max number of generations). The last step is to validate whether a generated patch is correct or not by running it against the provided test suite.
The fault space, fix space and ingredients space described above jointly attribute to the search space explosion problem, which still remains to be one of the major open challenges for search-based APR techniques [21] . To address this problem, a lot of efforts have been mostly made to design more accurate fix space in the second step [17, 19, 22, 47] , and to search the search space more efficiently for a correct patch in the third step [24, 37] . However, no systematic study has yet been made to characterize the influence of the fault space produced in the first step on the efficiency and effectiveness of APR techniques. This study aims to bridge this gap. We select GenProg [20, 48] in this study for the following reasons: First, it is one of most representative search-based APR techniques and has been widely used and evaluated in existing literature [36, 47, 22, 50, 27] . Second, evidence was shown that GenProg is capable of generating patches sufficiently often to enable empirical studies [42] . For such a reason, GenProg has been widely selected as the subject for conducting empirical studies [3, 37, 38, 39, 42] . Third, a Java version of GenProg is publicly available [27] to facilitate our controlled experiments and also for the replications of the results. In this study, we modify GenProg based on the Java implementation [27] to make it capable of accepting any fault spaces as input to generate candidate patches in order to conduct the controlled experiments. We use Ochiai to generate fault spaces on different test suites since the original implementation adopts it [27] . Besides, Ochiai is reported to achieve better performance than the other techniques [1] . To determine the size of the fault spaces, different APR techniques adopt different heuristics. For example, GenProg and PAR set the threshold as 0.1, which means they keep only those statements whose suspiciousness is over 0.1 in the fault space. In this study, we adopt another heuristic that is also widely used by existing techniques [22, 23, 24] , which is to select the top N statements from the results produced by FL techniques. And we set N to 100 similar to the existing study [23] . Another setting to enable the successful run of GenProg is the scope in which the statements are manipulated to find a patch. We set it to the package where the bug occurred similar to existing studies [27, 26] , and we call it the target package. In particular, various coverage criteria are also measured on the target package in the later of this studies. The time budget is set to be one hour for each run. A repair operation is regarded as "failed" if no patches are generated within the time budget.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Subject Programs
In our study, we use the Defects4J benchmark [15] , which consists of 357 real bugs extracted from five Java open source projects. The benchmark was built to facilitate controlled experiments in software debugging and testing researches [15] , and has been widely adopted by recent studies [19, 26, 27, 40, 50] . Following the existing work on automated program repair [26, 40] , we exclude the Closure Compiler project, because it does not use standard JUnit test cases. That is to say, we use four projects in the Defects4J benchmark as subjects in our study. There are altogether 224 program versions in these four projects. Table 2 presents the basic information of subjects.
Measurements
GenProg [20, 48] is reported to be able to fix 55 out of 105 real bugs on their dataset by validating if they pass all given tests. However, later studies [39] reveal that a patch may not be correct even though it passes all given test cases. This is because the given test cases in these subjects are an imperfect validation of program correctness. Validation using these test cases cannot discriminate correct patches from overfitting ones [42] . The term plausible has been widely used to denote those patches that pass all tests in the given test suite [22, 23, 39] . Moreover, patches are considered as correct if they pass all given test cases and are semantically the same as the patches submitted by developers. The effectiveness of APR is measured by the number of plausible and correct patches. Table 3 summarizes the effectiveness of GenProg on the Defects4J benchmark as reported by Martinez et al. [26] . Even if an APR technique is able to generate a correct patch, it still may not find it within an affordable time budget since correct patches are highly sparse in the search space [23, 24] . Existing studies show that the efficiency of APR techniques is greatly compromised by the search space explosion problem [23] . In this study, we measure efficiency using the number of patches searched (NPS) before a solution is found. This measurement has been widely adopted by the existing studies [38, 3, 39, 24] .
Correlation Analysis
Our study also investigates by means of correlation analysis the relations between APR's efficiency and various factors, including fault space accuracy and test coverage. Here, we use Spearman Rank Correlation to quantitatively study the relations since it makes no assumptions about the distributions of the variables and the relations can be non-linear. Spearman values of +1 and −1 indicate strong positive or negative correlation, while 0 indicates no correlation. We also apply significance tests to examine the confidence level of the correlations.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Our empirical study consists of three parts. Section 4.1 studies the correlation between the accuracy of fault space and the performance of APR. Second, we investigate the correlations between different coverage criteria and the performance of APR in Section 4.2, since test suite quality is one of the major factor which affects the accuracy of the generated fault spaces in practice. Note that we only control the quality of test suite to generate fault spaces, and still use the full set of tests for validation in order to control the variable and avoid the overfitting problem [42] . Third, in Section 4.3, we conduct studies to see if automated generated test cases can boost the performance of search-based APR.
Accuracy of Fault Space
Recently, many search-based APR techniques have been proposed [17, 20, 35, 43, 48] . However, whether the capabilities of these techniques are limited by the repair algorithms or the fault space produced by the fault localization techniques remains unknown. Revealing it can help researchers design new APR techniques in the future. Driven by this, we propose the following research question:
Research Question 1: How does the accuracy of fault space influence the performance of search-based APR?
We answer this question by investigating the following two aspects: can we repair more bugs (both plausibly and correctly) by improving the accuracy of fault spaces? (in terms of effectiveness) and can we reduce the number of the patches searched before finding a patch by improving the accuracy of fault spaces? (in terms of efficiency). Before answering these questions, we first introduce how to measure the accuracy of a fault space.
Measuring the Accuracy of Fault Space
We leverage the real fixing patched submitted by developers to extract the oracles of fix locations. We denote the set of real fix locations as RF, and l ∈ RF if statement l is modified by the real fixing patches. The fault space F S contains a ranked list of suspicious lines. We measure the accuracy of a FS by comparing it with the oracle RF to see how the real fix locations are ranked in the fault space. Specifically, we leverage the widely-used metrics MAP and MRR in fault localization research [1, 2, 49] to quantify the accuracy of fault spaces.
MRR: Mean Reciprocal Rank [45] is the average of the reciprocal ranks of a set of queries. This is a statistic for evaluating a process that produces a list of possible responses to a query. The reciprocal rank of a query is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first relevant answer found. The formal definition of MRR in the context of this is as follows:
F Ri represents the rank of the first real fix location l (l ∈ RF) found in a FS. This metric is used to evaluate the ability to locate the first relevant code element for a bug. MAP: Mean Average Precision provides a single value measuring the quality of a ranked list, it takes all the relevant answers into consideration with their ranks for a single query. The average precision is computed as:
where k is the rank in the sequence of the retrieved answers, n is the size of FS while N denotes the size of RF. In this formula, rel(k) is an indicator function equaling one if the item at rank k belongs to RF, and zero otherwise. P (k) is the precision at the given cut-off rank k, which is computed as
. where Nr is the number of real fix locations in the top k of FS. MAP is the mean of the average precision, which is computed as:
This metric is used to evaluate how well are all real fix locations in RF being ranked in the FS. For both metrics, a larger value indicates a fault space with higher accuracy. Figure 1 shows the statistics of the MAP and MRR values of the fault spaces generated by the provided test suite using Ochiai for all the bugs. We classified them into two groups, those can be repaired by GenProg (e.g., marked with MAP Repaired) and those can not (e.g., marked with Math  18  21 #20, #44, #56  -Chart  7  9  #12, #18  #1, #12  Time  2  2  --Lang  0  5  #7 #22 #24 #38 #39 #24 #38  Total  27 37 --GP denotes GenProg with F S whose accuracy is over 0.9
MAP Failed). The Mann-Whitney U-Test [25] indicates the values of MAP Repaired is significantly larger than those of MAP Failed (p.value = 0.011). Similar results were found on MRR (p.value = 0.009). This reveals that a bug is more likely to be repaired when the accuracy of the generated fault space is higher. Instead of using spectrum-based FL techniques to generate the fault space, we generate a large number of fault spaces whose accuracy is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 in order to conduct the controlled experiments. Specifically, we set 10 target ranges, from (0,0.1], (0.1,0.2] to (0.9,1] for both MAP and MRR. To generate a fault space FS, we randomly select N statements from those statements executed by any of the failing test cases and randomly rank these N statements. We then calculate the MAP and MRR of this FS. Please be noted that it is possible that no fault space can be generated for certain ranges.
We first use the fault spaces generated in the last range, whose accuracies are over 0.9, to see if more bugs can be repaired by providing fault spaces with such high qualities. We then investigate if the accuracy of fault space correlates with the efficiency of search-based APR. In order to conduct correlation analysis, we apply the technique on each bug 200 times, providing fault spaces with various accuracies each time, and the time budget is set to 1 hour for each run. It is necessary to possess enough number of fault spaces with different ranges of accuracies. Therefore, we prepare 20 fault spaces for each range. We feed each generated fault space to search-based APR, and then analyze the results of all runs to investigate the correlations between the accuracy of fault spaces and the performance of search-based APR.
Repairing More Bugs
First, we are interested in whether more bugs can be fixed either plausibly or correctly by feeding fault spaces with high accuracies, and the results are shown in Table 4 . We find that 10 new bugs, which is 37% more bugs, can be fixed plausibly by increasing the accuracy of fault spaces. The corresponding bug id has been displayed in column New Plausible. We also investigate all the plausible patches manually, and find that for 4 new bugs, which are Chart#1, Chart#12, Lang#24 and Lang#28, GenProg actually produces correct solutions when better fault spaces are provided, and these results were not reported by the latest study [26] . Listing 2, Listing 4 and Listing 3 shows the patches generated by GenProg and the corresponding patches submitted by developers. A condition negation is able to fix Chart 1. For Chart 12, some operations are required when the variable dataset is null. Lang 38 1 relates to a ignorance of API preconditions, calling Calenar.getTime() is able to fix the problem. All these patches can be generated by the operators that GenProg leverage, the key problem lies in whether these correct locations can be fed to GenProg or not. We checked the accuracy of these four bugs, for both MAP and MRR, the values are 0.125, 0.063, 0.0 and 0.0, which shows that these real fix locations are ranked at very low positions in the fault space or even do not exist in the fault space at all. These indicate that the effectiveness of existing search-based APR techniques is greatly compromised by the quality of fault spaces.
For those bugs whose plausible solutions can be found for any of the 200 runs, which means GenProg is capable of generating a solution in the search space, we calculate the repairing failure rate for each range. A repair run is regarded as failed if no patch is generated within the time budget. We observe that the failure rate of GenProg is highly correlated with the accuracy of fault spaces. Figure 2 shows the failure rates under the 10 ranges of fault space accuracies. The results show that if the real fix location is ranked after 10, in which the value of MAP and MRR is smaller than 0.1, the failure rate could be as high as 60% even though that the solution is in the search space. 
Reducing the Number of Patches Searched
For those bugs whose plausible solutions can be generated for at least 20 times during the 200 runs, we apply Spearman Rank Correlation to study the correlations between the fault space accuracies and the number of patches searched before the solution is found, and Table 5 shows the correlations and significant level. We do not display the results for those bugs with less than 20 successful runs since it may not be sufficient to achieve statistically significant results if the number of samples is less than 20 [4, 42] . The results show that the accuracy of fault space, for both MAP and MRR, is negatively correlated with the number of patches searched before a solution is generated. For most of the cases, 15 out of 18 for MAP, and 16 out of 18 for MRR, the correlations are significant (p < 0.05). It reveals that GenProg is able to find a patch with less trials if fault spaces with higher accuracies are provided. We sample five bugs which can be correctly repaired from all the bugs with statistical results listed in Table 5 and plot the number of patches searched for all successful runs in Figure 3 together with the trending lines. The x-axis represents the accuracy of fault spaces, and the y-axis shows the number of patches searched (in the scale of log2) before a solution is found. We can easily observe that GenProg is likely to generate a patch more efficiently with accuracy of the feeding fault space increasing.
The results shown in Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.1.3 indicate that both the effectiveness and efficiency of GenProg are correlated with accuracy of the feeding fault space. GenProg is likely to generate more plausible and correct patches when fault space with high qualities are provided, and it is able to search the solution faster when better fault spaces are provided. These results deliver the message that fault spaces play an critical role in search-based APR techniques, and the performance of existing techniques is limited by the quality of fault spaces to some extend. Therefore, besides focusing on designing new repair and searching algorithms, attentions should also be paid on how to design better ways to generate fault spaces with higher quality so as to improve the performance of search-based APR techniques.
Adequacy of Test Suite
Sections 4.1 shows the evidence that FS highly affects the performance of search-based APR. Therefore, indicative measurements which approximate the accuracy of fault spaces before applying APR techniques are desired. In practice, fault spaces are produced by spectrum-based FL techniques when applying APR techniques. The effectiveness of spectrum-based FL techniques are affected by two factors: the statistical approaches that calculate the suspicious score [2, 38] and the test suite that produces the program spectrum. The influence of different statistical approaches to calculate the suspiciousness on search-based APR has already been investigated [3, 38] . In this study, we focus on how the adequacy of test suite affects APR techniques. More specifically, we investigate how different test coverage criteria (e.g., line, branch and mutation) correlate with the performance of search-based APR, and which coverage criterion correlates the most. Understanding them is helpful for guiding us in applying APR techniques in practice and designing new tools to generate better fault spaces in the future. Therefore, we propose the following research question in this part:
Research Question 2: How does the fault spaces generated by test suites with different adequacy affect the performance of search-based APR?
Before answering this question, we first describe preparation of test suites with different adequacy and the experimental design.
Test Case Sampling & Coverage Measurement
In this paper, we use the test coverage to measure the adequacy of test suite [12] . To control test coverage, we randomly sample subsets of test cases from the original test suite provided by the benchmark dataset. Since bugs are exposed by the failing test cases, we keep all the failing test cases. That is to say, we control the test suite coverage by sampling the passing test cases. In particular, we follow the heuristic adopted by existing empirical studies to generate different set of test cases [51] . We first select the number of intervals N we intent to generate, and the range of each interval is range = (cmax − cmin)/N , where cmin is the coverage achieved by the set of failing test cases and cmax is the coverage achieved by the original test suite. We randomly select test cases from the passing test cases and add them to the targeting sampled test suite together with the failing test cases. To avoid too many trials of random selection, this process is repeated until the test suite has (cmin + i * range, cmin+i * range+range] when generating a test suite for the i-th interval. We set N to 10 in this study, and generate 20 test suites for each interval. The sampled test suite is then fed to spectrum based FL technique, and we use the heuristic Ochiai to compute the suspiciousness score. A fault space F S = { l1, s1 , l2, s2 , ..., ln, sn } is produced based on a sampled test suite and then fed to patch generation and validation by APR technique. In order to isolate the effect of F S, we still use the original test suite for patch validation. Another reason to adopt the original test suite for validation is that our under-sampling process may induce a weak test suite and it may induce the over-fitting problem [42] . After obtaining the repair results on the 200 runs with different fault space for a bug, we analyze the results and investigate the correlations.
Line, branch and mutation coverages are widely adopted to evaluate the effectiveness and adequacy of a test suite [12, 13] . We also leverage these three coverage criteria in this study. We use Cobertula 2 to measure the line and branch coverage for a test suite, and PiT 3 to measure the mutation coverage. Note that, PiT requires a green test suite for input. Thus, the existing mutation coverage can only be measured on the sampled passing test cases. However, search-based APR techniques generate mutants with heavy bias towards those statements executed by failing test cases. Motivated by this, we design a new mutation coverage, negative mutation, measuring the capabilities of the passing test cases to kill the mutants created on the statements executed by the failing test cases.
We are interested in the correlations between the four coverage criteria and the performance of search-based APR. Specifically, we focus on two aspects similar to the previous research question : the effectiveness (e.g., repairing success rate) and efficiency (e.g., the number of patches searched) of search-based APR.
Experimental Results
Similar to RQ1, we focus on those bugs that can be repaired by GenProg within the given time budget during any of the runs. If GenProg can not produce any solution for all runs with various fault spaces, it may indicate that the correct patch is outside of the search spaces generated by GenProg. In this case, better algorithms may be desired to produce the search space based on the given fault spaces. However, this is out of the scope of this study. Figure 4 shows the failure rate under the 10 ranges of the four different coverage criteria: line, branch, mutation and negative mutation. The x-axis shows the median value for each range. Note that the coverage ranges for different criteria may be different. For example, the range of negative mutation coverage is larger than that of the general mutation coverage since we only focus on a specific type of mutants. For all the four different criteria, the failing rate always decreases with the increasing of coverage ratio in most cases. For those bugs which have more than 20 successful runs, we analyze the correlations between different coverage criteria and the searching efficiency (e.g., the NPS). Figure 5 plots the results for the four criteria of bug Math 73. We can observe that all the four coverage criteria are negatively correlated with the number of the patches validated before a solution is found, and the correlation ratio varies from −0.67 to −0.76. These results indicate that when we improve the coverage of the test suite to generate fault spaces, searchbased APR technique is able to find the solution faster if the solution is in the search space. Similar results can be also be found for the other bugs, and Figure 6 plots the correlation values for all bugs with statistical results. We can observe that among all the four coverage criteria, the negative mutation score has the strongest correlation in general. The Mann-Whitney U-Test was conducted to see if the correlation measured by negative mutation score is significantly smaller than those of the other measurements. The maximum p value is 0.0438, which confirms that the negative mutation score is significantly better than the other metrics when measuring the correlations between coverages and the performance of search-based APR.
These results reveal that fault spaces generated by different test suites affect the performance of search-based APR techniques. They also deliver valuable messages to guide us when applying search-based APR techniques in practice. First, when generating fault spaces, test suites with higher coverage are always desired, since it may help increase the repairing success rate and reduce the number of patches to be validated. Such improvement can bring a lot of savings, since validating a patch by running it against the whole test suite has been demonstrated to be extremely expensive [37, 47] . Second, the negative mutation coverage has the strongest correlation with the searching efficiency. This indicates that, by improving the negative mutation score, we have higher probabilities to find the solution faster.
Automatically Generated Test Cases
Automated test generation (ATG) tools like Randoop [34] and Evosuite [10] are capable of generating unit tests automatically. These automatically generated tests are capable of increasing the coverage of existing test cases, and they are also found to be capable of detecting real faults [40] . Motivated by this and the findings drawn from our RQ2, we are interested in the capabilities of these automatically generated tests in improving the performance of search-based APR. Therefore, we proposed the following research question:
Research Question 3: Can the fault spaces generated by test suites augmented with ATG tools help increase the performance of search-based APR?
Test Suite Augmentation
We adopt Randoop [34] and Evosuite [9] to augment the original test suite provided by the benchmark for each bug in this study. Randoop is a feedback-directed random test generation tool for object-oriented programs [34] . It extends the call sequences iteratively by randomly selecting candidates until the generated sequence raises an unexpected behavior or violates any code contract. Evosuite leverages a genetic algorithm in order to evolve a set of test cases which maximizes code coverage [9] . The settings of generating test cases we use are similar to existing empirical studies [40] .
For Randoop, it requires a list of target classes as input to explore during test generation since it adopts a bottom-up approach which requires all dependencies of a method call. Here we select all the classes in the targeted package as its input, and run it three minutes for each buggy version by using different random seeds. For Evosuite, we run it for one minute to generate tests using different random seeds for each class under the targeted package, since this tool targets a specific class under test. For the other options, we use the default settings.
Actually, not all of test cases generated on the buggy version of the program are used in our study. We remove those invalid test cases (e.g., those can not be compiled). We also remove the test cases that fail on the fixed version of the program since these failing test cases are not caused by the bugs we studied. This is because, if we keep those failing test cases irrelevant to the bugs we studied, it may produce bias influence for our conclusion. Based on the generated test cases after filtering and the original test suite, we then generate the corresponding fault spaces. In this part, the spectrum-based approach used to compute the suspicious score is also Ochiai. Finally, we record the results for each run by feeding the generated fault spaces to GenProg.
Experimental Results
In this research question, our interests focus on whether the augmented test suites can improve the accuracy of fault spaces, and thus improve the performance of search-based APR in a further step. Table 6 shows the highlights of the results. We record the ATG tool and the seed used to generate the extra tests. "#P" indicates the number of valid passing test cases generated, and "#F" indicates the number of valid failing test cases generated. We observe that generating valid failing tests which reveal the targeted bug is difficult for ATG tools. Plenty of valid passing test cases are generated, the number of which varies from less than 100 to more than one thousand. Starting from the 7 th column (the "MAP" column), there are two values in each cell. The first value shows the information of the original test suite while the second indicates the information of the test suite after test augmentation. All the automatically generated test cases can improve the coverages for all the four different criteria.
The results in Table 6 list all the bugs can be correctly repaired, and they reveal that automatically generated unit tests can actually help improve the performance of searchbased ARP techniques for some cases. For example, for Chart 1, GenProg is incapable of generating a patch given the fault space produced by the original test suite within one hour. After test augmentation, the negative mutation coverage has been increased to 82%. The accuracy of the generated fault space has also been improved remarkably. Feeding this fault space, GenProg is capable of finding the correct patch after searching for 56 candidate patches. For Math 5, the efficiency of GenProg can also been improved by augmenting the original test suite. We show the original fault space and the fault spaces generated using ATG tools in Table 7 . Originally, the buggy statement (line 305) is ranked the same as another clean statement (line 1228), and the minimum number of the searched patches for GenProg is 306 (Table 6) . By augmenting the test suite using Randoop with seed 762 or Evosuite with seed 627, the tie of the rank can be broken by picking line 305 in prior of the others. With more accurate fault space, it only takes GenProg 28 validations before finding the correct patch. Similar case can also be found for Math 95 as shown in Table 6 .
We also observe some cases whose fault space remains unchanged after the test argumentation, such as Math 50, Math 70, Math 73, and Math 85 as shown in Table 6 . Accordingly, the performance of GenProg does not change among these cases. For Math 50, Math 70, Math 73, the accuracy of the fault spaces produced by original test suites is very high (their buggy statements are ranked top 1). Therefore, it is not surprising that GenProg cannot be improved, since the effect of augmented test cases is limited. For Math 85, although the augmented test cases generated by Evosuite improve the accuracy of the fault space, the performance of GenProg does not change, since it generates the plausible patch in a clean statement. There is also an exceptional case, Math 53, that the augmented test cases decrease the accuracy of the fault space. It includes only 8 statements executed in the failing test case, and buggy statements have been executed frequently even in passing test cases.
In summary, these results confirm that test cases generated by ATG tools can help improve the performance of searchbased APR.
Threats to Validity
Our work suffers from several threats to validities. First, the experiments may not generalize. The controlled experiments are only conducted on GenProg, one of the most representative search-based APR technique. The results may not extend to other search-based techniques, which leverage different operators to create mutants. However, recent work has started to unify the theory underlying the search-based APR techniques [47] , which suggests that results from two different techniques may extend to others. Besides, this study focus on the influence of fault spaces on search-based APR. Currently, the methods to produce fault spaces adopted by existing techniques are pretty much the same, and thus they face similar challenges in terms of the quality of fault spaces. For example, if the accuracy of a fault space is low or even do not contain the real fix location, search-based APR is unable to generate a patch no matter what operators are leveraged to generate mutants. Therefore, some of our findings could still deliver valuable information for other techniques.
Second, the ways to measure the accuracy of fault spaces may not be perfect. In this study, we leverage the fixing patch submitted by developer as the oracle to measure the accuracy of a fault space. However, existing studies have reported that there might be multiple ways to correctly fix a bug [31, 32] , and developers may submit a work-around solution to resolve the issue instead of fixing the bug essentially. Therefore, only considering the locations changed in the fixing patch may not always be correct. In the future, we plan to conduct program analysis based on the fixing patch in order to prepare more accurate fixing oracles.
Third, we focus on Java bugs in this study, which incur the thread to validity that our conclusion may not be generalizable to other program like C/C++. Besides, the dataset considered may not be representative to all types of bugs. However, Defects4J was proposed in order create a large, unbiased, and realistic benchmark set [15] . It has been widely adopted and evaluated by existing studies recently [26, 40, 50, 19, 27] , which help mitigate this issue.
RELATED WORK
Automated Program Repair
Automated program repair techniques can be broadly classified into two categories. The first category is seach-based APR. besides the most representative one, GenProg [20, 48] , there are also some other techniques. RSRepair [37] adopts the same fault localization technique and mutation operators as GenProg. It differs from GenProg in the searching algorithm leveraged. Instead of using genetic programming, it searches among all the candidates randomly. The dominant cost of search-based APR techniques comes from the process of validating candidate patches by running test cases [8] . Therefore, reducing the number of candidate patches and reducing the test cases required for validating a patch are two important aspects to boost the efficiency of searchbased APR techniques. Motivated by this, AE [47] proposes two heuristics RepairStrat, which leverages program equivalence relations to prune semantically-equivalent patches, and TestStrat, which samples test cases for validation, to reduce the total cost required to find a correct patch. In order to generate candidates that are more likely to be the correct patch, PAR [17] proposes to leverage fixing templates learned from human patches to generate possible candidates. Each template is able to fix a common type of bugs. Furthermore, Debroy [6] proposes to use standard mutations from the mutation testing literature to fix programs. Relifix [43] targets at fixing regression bugs. The second category is semantics-based APR. Staged Program Repair (SPR) [22] is a hybrid of search-based and semantics-based automated program repair technique. It leverages traditional mutation operators to generate candidate patches, and it is also capable of synthesizing conditions via symbolic execution. Prophet [24] was proposed based on SPR, which is capable of prioritizing candidate patches via learning from correct patches automatically using machine learning techniques. SPR and Prophet only synthesize program elements involv- ing conditions. SemFix [33] is capable of synthesizing right hand side of assignments besides statements involving conditions. Angelix [29] was proposed to address the scalability issue concerning semantics-based techniques. The key enabler for scalability is the novel lightweight repair constraint proposed in this paper, which is called angelic forest, which is automatically extracted via symbolic execution. Other semantics-based APR techniques were also proposed and well evaluated [28, 7, 50] . Both search-based APR and semantics-based APR techniques have their advantages and disadvantages. Search-based APR is simple, intuitive and is generalizable to fix all types of bugs, which render them more effective. However, the efficiency is greatly compromised by the search space explosion problem [23] . On the other hand, semantics-based APR is more effective since the search space is more tractable by using program synthesis with restricted components. However, the effectiveness could be limited by the capability of constraint solving and program synthesis. Besides, search-based APR is scalable to fix large-scale programs which semantics-based APR is less scalable due to the overhead of symbolic execution and constraint solving.
Empirical Evaluations of APR
There are plenty of existing empirical studies related to APR techniques. One work that closely relates to this study is conducted by Qi et al. [38] , which empirically evaluated the effectiveness of fault localization techniques in the domain of automated program repair. Qi et al.compared the effectiveness of 15 different fault localization techniques using GenProg. Different FL techniques may generate different fault spaces, and affect the effectiveness the GenProg. They also use the number of patches searched to measure the effectiveness. An parallel study [3] also investigated the role of fault localization in automated program repair. Different to them, we evaluate the influence of fault spaces on searchbased APR directly. Specifically, how dose the accuracy of fault spaces correlate with the performance of search-based APR. Despite the FL techniques, the accuracy of fault spaces can also be influenced by other factors, such as the leveraged test suite, and we also investigate the correlation between the adequency of test suites and the performance of search-based APR in this study. Another work relates to this study is the one which evaluates the overfitting problem in searchbased APR [42] . The authors also sampled the test cases in order to prepare different test suites with different coverage or different number of failing test cases. They used the sampled test suite in validation in order to investigate whether patches validated with fewer test cases are more likely to overfit. However, in our study, the sampled test cases are only leveraged to generate the fault spaces since we control the fault space as the sole variable in this study. In such a way, we control the quality of fault spaces in order to investigate its correlation with the performance of search-based APR. Long et al.analyzed the search spaces for search-based APR techniques systematically [22] . It focused on the distributions of the correct patches among all the candidates, and found that the correct patches are sparse in the search spaces. It also characterized the trade-off in the structure of the search spaces. Other empirical studies investigated the maintainability of the patches generated by APR techniques [11] . Monperrus [30] further discussed the patch acceptability criteria of machine-generated patches and emphasized that it requires a high level of expertise to evaluate the patch acceptability. Tao et al.proposed to leverage machine-generated patches as debugging aid, which is used to facilitate real developers in understanding the bug and fixing it with less effort [44] , and their experimental results shed light on other applications and usefulness of the patches generated by APR techniques.
CONCLUSION
Search-based APR techniques are one of the important directions for automatic program repair [20, 48, 47, 17, 22, 24] . The effectiveness of these techniques is greatly compromised by the search space explosion problem. One key dimension defines the search space is the fault space. Therefore, understanding the influence of fault space on search-based APR techniques is important. In this paper, we conducted an empirical study on understanding this influence. We observe that the accuracy of fault space significantly affects the effectiveness and efficiency of search-based APR techniques. We also find that test coverages correlate significantly with the performance of search-based APR techniques. Among different coverage measurements, the negative mutation coverage, which measures the capability of a test suite to kill the mutants created on those statements executed by failing test cases, is the most indicative measurement to estimate the accuracy of the fault space. Moreover, our results confirm that argument test suites generated by automated test generation tools have the potential to improve the performance of search-based APR. These results motivate us to generate better fault spaces automatically when designing APR techniques in the future.
